WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE
VOYAGE OF COLUMBUS?

* MOTIVES

* 1492 - Spanish
  * He wanted to prove it
  * 3 ships
  * He was trying to find a route to India through the ocean
  * Rats, enough livestock
  * Thought the world was round, so he wanted to prove it
  * Taino tribe is the canopy!

Niña
Pinta
Santa Maria

The Canary Islands

1492 he sailed the ocean

Lands on East Coast

*OnChange

* Motives are misinterpreted

* Spanish Royals
  * Scrounged
  * Sick
  * Spain

* Taino tribe
  * 3 ships
  * Santa Maria

Lands on East Coast

1492 he sailed the ocean

Lands on East Coast

Lands on East Coast
WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE THE NATIVE PEOPLE THOUGHT WHEN THEY ENCOUNTERED COLUMBUS AND HIS MEN?

They were intrigued. (Write what he had to trade)

They were excited and scared at the same time.

Curious and intrigued, they thought they were God/People of power.

They thought the God had arrived.

thought they were ghosts, with white skin. They feared girls.
WHAT DID COLUMBUS FIND?

- Nothing
- Tribes
- Knowledge
- Tried to find gold

- Friendly Taino Tribes
- Land
- Big Ass Turtles
- Natives

- Power!
- Friendly Native Americans
- Sea Shells
- Natural Sand
- No oro
- How to plant corn and fish
- Brown skinned people

Native Americans (friendly)
Resources
People
What he thought was India
Indians
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE NATIVE PEOPLE AFTER COLUMBUS ARRIVED.

They were pushed off land.
- Got smallpox (and other diseases)
- Forcibly into slavery
- Exposed to European guns
- Sick/illness
- Lost 100% land
- Lost culture
- Separated families
- Slave
  - Enslaved
  - Forced to work
  - Broken promises
  - Known to another
  - Violated life
- Deception
- Exploitation
- Disease
- Slavery

They did...

Enslaved
- Became sick with diseases they had no immunity for
- Lost land
- Culture was lost
- Resources were exploited

Rape
- Deception